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a b s t r a c t

Recent advances in anode electrocatalysts for low-temperature PEM fuel cells are increasing tolerance for
CO in the H2-rich anode stream. This study explores the impact of potential improvements in CO-tolerant
electrocatalysts on the system efficiency of low-temperature Nafion-based PEM fuel cell systems oper-
ating in conjunction with a hydrocarbon autothermal reformer and a preferential CO oxidation (PROx)
reactor for CO clean-up. The incomplete H2 clean-up by PROx reactors with partial CO removal can
present conditions where CO-tolerant anode electrocatalysts significantly improve overall system effi-
ciency. Empirical fuel cell performance models were based upon voltage–current characteristics from
single-cell MEA tests at varying CO concentrations with new Pt–Mo alloy reformate-tolerant electro-
catalysts tested in conjunction with this study. A system-level model for a liquid-fueled PEM fuel cell
ydrocarbon reforming
ROx reactor

system with a 5 kW full power output is used to study the trade-offs between the improved performance
with decreased CO concentration and the increased penalties from the air supply to the PROx reactor
and associated reduction in H2 partial pressures to the anode. As CO tolerance is increased over current
state-of-the-art Pt alloy catalysts, system efficiencies improve due primarily to higher fuel cell voltages
and to a lesser extent to reductions in parasitic loads. Furthermore, increasing CO tolerance of anode
electrocatalysts allows for the potential for reduced system costs with minimal efficiency penalty by
reducing PROx reactor size through reduced CO conversion requirements.
. Introduction

Expanding the market for proton-exchange-membrane (PEM)
uel cell systems, specifically for portable/mobile applications
nvolving liquid hydrocarbon fuels, requires integration of a fuel
eformer and associated balance of plant with the fuel cell stack.
or low-temperature Nafion-based PEM fuel cells, integration with
ydrocarbon fuel processing requires near-complete removal of
O from the reformate stream when the stack employs conven-
ional Pt-based anode electrocatalysts. The need for hydration of
he Nafion membrane requires operating temperatures below 90 ◦C
t typical PEM fuel cell pressures. At such temperatures, pure Pt
lectrocatalysts as well as commercial PtRu anode electrocatalysts
annot effectively oxidize CO at concentrations above 100 ppm in

he anode without unacceptable losses in current density at typical
EMFC operating voltages (0.6–0.8 V).

Current CO clean-up strategies for linking conventional low-
emperature PEM fuel cell stacks with hydrocarbon reformers
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greatly increase the overall system size and complexity because
of high temperatures in the fuel processor and the need for heat
exchangers and reactors to cool the reformate, clean-up and burn
the CO in the reformate, and capture the necessary water for run-
ning the reformer, either as a full endothermic steam reformer
or an autothermal reformer. Such a system with an autothermal
reformer is illustrated in the process schematic in Fig. 1, which
shows a system that relies on a preferential CO oxidation (PROx)
reactor for clean-up of the reformate. Besides the PROx reac-
tor [1,2], other approaches considered for reformate CO removal
include pressure-swing absorption (PSA) reactors [3] and Pd-based
membrane purifiers [4,5]. The latter two approaches provide near-
complete CO elimination, whereas the PROx reactor only provides
partial clean-up. However, the PROx system avoids the penal-
ties of including two large reactors and the regeneration process
associated with PSA or the increased parasitic loads associated
with high-pressure reformer operation required by Pd-based mem-

branes. Furthermore, a PROx system has flexibility in that as anode
electrocatalysts are developed with improved CO tolerance, the
requirements on the PROx reactor – in terms of CO conversion
and CO selectivity – may be reduced. This study utilizes a sys-
tem model to explore how improved anode electrocatalysts with

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:gsjackso@umd.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2009.09.066
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Nomenclature

Acell geometric area of single electrochemical cell in fuel
cell stack (cm2)

F Faraday’s constant = 96,485 (C gmol electrons−1)
hH2,comb lower enthalpy of combustion of H2 (J kg−1)
hHC,comb lower enthalpy of combustion of hydrocarbon

(J kg−1)
i average effective current density per unit area in the

fuel cell stack (A cm−2)
ṁH2,anode,in mass flow rate of H2 into the anode (kg s−1)
ṁHC,in mass flow rate of hydrocarbon into fuel reformer

(kg s−1)
ncells number of electrochemical cells in fuel cell stack
O/C oxygen (from O2) to carbon (from fuel) atomic ratio

in fuel reformer inlet
S/C steam to carbon (from fuel) ratio in fuel reformer

inlet
Tamb ambient temperature (◦C or K)
TWGS,out water-gas-shift outlet temperature (K)
Vcell voltage across an individual electrochemical cell in

stack (V)
W̄H2 molecular weight of H2 (g gmol−1)
Ẇlost parasitic power lost due to balance of plant compo-

nents and DC–AC inverter (W)
Ẇnet net electrical power out (W)
εH2 fraction of anode inlet H2 utilized in stack
�BOP effective efficiency associated with power delivered

to power produced by stack
�FC effective efficiency of fuel cell stack
�FP effective efficiency of fuel processor and Pd alloy

membrane purifier combined
� overall effective system efficiency
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membrane, as shown in Fig. 1.
th
�CO anode CO-tolerance factor as defined in Section 2

ncreased CO tolerance can impact the overall system performance
f a hydrocarbon-fueled PEM fuel cell system utilizing a PROx reac-
or for CO clean-up.

Recent advances in nanoparticle catalyst synthesis have shown
hat controlled alloy and nano-structured electrocatalysts may
llow PEM fuel cells to operate at relatively high current (and thus
ower) densities on H2 streams with CO levels of a few hundred
pm or more, even at the low temperatures required for Nafion-
ased PEM fuel cells [6,7]. This study builds on recent testing of PEM
uel cell membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs), which show CO
olerance of PtMo and PtRu alloy anode electrocatalysts, with rela-
ively stable operation at 100 ppm CO or more [8–10]. The advances
n anode electrocatalyst design suggest that with a new generation
f CO-tolerant electrocatalysts, the reduced losses in current den-
ity due to CO at typical operating voltages may allow for reduced
eformate clean-up and simplify a PEM fuel cell system with hydro-
arbon fuel processing for H2 production. In general, the increased
olerance for CO in PEM fuel cell anodes reduces the need for H2
urification and thereby the penalties in overall efficiency result-

ng from fuel processing/purification in hydrocarbon-fueled PEM
uel cell systems. There is value in studying the system impacts of
mproved CO tolerance in Nafion-based PEM fuel cells.

Modeling the hydrocarbon fuel processing, PROx reactor CO
lean-up, PEM fuel cell stack, and the balance of plant presents

ignificant challenges because of the complex significant ther-
al integration and mass flow recycling for recovering water in

he system. Balance of plant components including air compres-
ors/blowers, liquid pumps, and a radiator fan present parasitic
rces 195 (2010) 1926–1935 1927

loads to the system that will vary strongly with operating condi-
tions, power loads, and individual component performance. For the
high level analysis, integrated system models with lumped analysis
for individual components [5,11–15] provide an effective means for
evaluating system design and performance of complex integrated
PEM fuel cell power plants with hydrocarbon fuel processors.
These studies have been conducted with various fuel reforming
and CO-removal systems. However to date, no system models have
clearly examined the impact on system performance of increased
CO-tolerance in PEM fuel cell stacks and associated reduction in
purification requirements. Past studies with PROx reactors in the
system have often assumed that the PROx is 100% effective or that
the CO is reduced to sufficiently low concentrations entering the
fuel cell stack that performance is unaffected [13].

The current study builds on previous work [15] which explored
the implications of complete H2 purification using Pd-based mem-
branes in PEM fuel cell systems running on liquid hydrocarbon
fuels. The system-level model, which performs iterative mass,
species, and energy balances on the fuel processor, fuel cell stack,
and balance of plant components, has been modified for this
study to explore the effects of partial H2 clean-up using preferen-
tial oxidation reactors (PROx) for partial CO removal. The model
results explore how increasing CO tolerance of anode electro-
catalysts reduces the parasitic penalties in terms of air supply
and unwanted H2 consumption for the PROx reactor and thereby
improves the system performance. Empirical fuel cell performance
models to predict the effects of CO concentrations on the fuel
cell performance were based upon voltage–current characteris-
tic from single-cell MEA tests at varying CO concentrations with
new alloy reformate-tolerant electrocatalysts being developed at
the University of Maryland [6]. This study provides a clear indica-
tion of how future advances in CO-tolerant anode electrocatalysts
can impact system efficiencies and preferred operating conditions
for hydrocarbon-fueled PEM fuel cell systems.

2. System model description

The system flow diagram and component integration for a
hydrocarbon-fueled PEM fuel cell generator is illustrated in the
schematic of Fig. 1. This paper focuses on this particular config-
uration, which integrates a PEM fuel cell stack with a liquid-fueled
autothermal reformer (ATR) with a subsequent water-gas-shift
(WGS) reactor and a PROx reactor with proper thermal manage-
ment for H2 purification. Additional balance of plant subsystems,
which account for parasitic loads, are also illustrated in Fig. 1 with
the dominant parasitic loads coming from the air compressors for
the fuel processor, cathode air, and PROx reactor and from the radi-
ator fan. Electric motors and inverters for power conversion are
not shown in Fig. 1, but both are incorporated into the model with
constant efficiencies of 90 and 93%, respectively.

Components for the cathode-side air supply, exhaust burn-
ing, cooling, and water recovery are similar to those presented in
an earlier study with a similar modeling approach [15]. The key
difference between the current and previously reported systems
is the replacement of the Pd membrane purifier in the previous
study with a PROx reactor and associated air compressor and heat
exchanger to cool the PROx effluent before it enters the fuel cell.
Furthermore, Pd membrane purification was integrated with the
water-gas-shift reactor in the previous study, while the present
system incorporates just the water-gas-shift reactor without a
The fuel processor is an autothermal fuel reformer (ATR) operat-
ing on a model kerosene (or JP-8), represented as C12H23 [15]. The
autothermal reformer is maintained at constant steam to carbon
(S/C = 1.6) and oxygen to carbon (O/C = 0.8) ratios. This condition is
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ig. 1. Flow diagram showing schematic of hydrocarbon-fueled PEM fuel cell sys
iquid-cooled fuel cell stack, and exhaust condenser for water recovery.

ildly exothermic and has been shown to have adequate O atoms
o avoid significant carbon deposition in the reformer [16]. One key
enefit in utilizing PROx for the CO clean-up is that the elimination
f the Pd membrane purifier allows for a lower pressure (1.5 bar) in
he ATR, which reduces parasitic loads associated with compressing
he air for the reformer.

In the current study, the ATR is modeled by assuming out-
et flows based on full fuel conversion and equilibration of the

ater-gas-shift reaction at the high outlet temperature. The outlet
emperature and the equilibrium H2, CO, CO2, and H2O concentra-
ions are found through an iterative solution of the coupled energy
nd species balances in the reactor. The energy balance includes
ome heat loss based on a constant convective heat transfer coeffi-
ient and a radiation loss fitted to liquid-fueled ATR experimental
est results. With complete fuel conversion, all carbon in the refor-

ate stream is assumed to exit as either CO or CO2. The small
ercentage of CH4 and other hydrocarbons (summed to <1.0% on
wet basis [17]) observed in ATR exhaust is not considered here.
fter the ATR effluent is cooled by an intermediate steam genera-

or (for the reformer itself), the reformate passes through a WGS
eactor, which is assumed to be sufficiently large to achieve equi-
ibrium down to the exit temperature or to 300 ◦C, whichever is
reater. The intermediate cooling between the ATR and the WGS

eactor is critical to attaining lower exhaust-temperatures from
he WGS and thus reduced CO concentrations to the PROx reac-
or and subsequently to the fuel cell stack. The WGS effluent is
ooled through mixing with PROx compressor air before entering
he PROx reactor at favorable temperatures to promote favorable
odeled in this study with fuel processor, PROx reactor, catalytic exhaust burner,

CO conversion. The PROx reactor is modeled by assuming a fixed
CO conversion and selectivity. For the current study, CO selectiv-
ity is generally held at a baseline value of 85%, which is consistent
with advanced PROx reactors presented in the literature [18]. In
this study here, model results explore the impact of varying PROx
reactor CO selectivity on system performance. PROx CO conversion
is generally fixed at a baseline of 95% although increased anode tol-
erance of CO encouraged studies looking at the effects on system
performance of reduced CO conversion (80%) with a smaller, less
expensive PROx reactor.

For the fuel cell stack, the model follows the earlier study where
an empirical polarization curve is adapted from a study of a Bal-
lard Power system fuel cell stack [19]. The open circuit voltage is
shifted up or down based on changes in the Nernst potential with
changes in reactant partial pressures and temperatures. However
in this study, the pure H2 voltage vs. current density (Vcell–i) curve
is modified based upon the amount of CO in the anode feed. To
this end, Vcell–i curves for MEAs with relatively CO-tolerant PtMo
alloy electrocatalysts are derived from experimental results with
simulated reformate streams. Curves are obtained at 25, 50, 100,
250, 500, and 1000 ppm CO in H2, at intervals of 50 mA cm−2. These
results (presented in the following section) are used to model the
CO overpotentials as a percent drop from the reference hydro-

gen curve as a function of i. Linear interpolation is used between
points and extrapolation beyond 1000 ppm. A CO-adjusted Vcell is
calculated for each desired current density and anode CO concen-
tration from the PROx reactor. To further investigate the effects
of CO tolerance, a CO-tolerance factor, �CO, is introduced, which
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educes the CO penalty to that of a lower CO ppm value equal to
he original CO ppm divided by the tolerance factor. For example, a
O-tolerance factor of 10 indicates that the polarization curve data
btained at 25 ppm is shifted to be effective at 250 ppm. As such,
his provides a convenient means for investigating the system-level
enefits of new advances in CO-tolerant anode electrocatalysts for
he low-temperature PEM fuel cell systems relying on liquid-fuel
eforming and PROx reactor CO clean-up.

For the remainder of the balance of plant (BOP) components,
he heat exchanger, compressor, and pump models largely follow
he earlier study. The reader is referred to that study for further
etails on heat transfer correlations for the heat exchangers and

sentropic efficiency models for the compressors [15]. In the current
tudy, more detail is given to modeling the high-flow-rate coolant
oop, and the radiator fan power is taken from an experimental
ir flow rate vs. power curve. This helps to ensure that both the
oolant pump and radiator fan parasitic loads are captured well
n the model. In the PROx, cathode compressor, and exhaust heat
xchangers as well as in the fuel cell stack, the model calculates the
eat transfer required to bring the gas streams to a set target tem-
erature, then solves for the coolant flow rate needed to provide
he desired cooling. More detailed heat loss models are also imple-

ented in the current study in order to examine temperature and
hermal integration effects more closely. Heat losses are modeled
n the WGS reactor, PROx reactor, and radiator as a combination of
atural convection and radiation heat transfer based on the aver-
ge temperature of the component and Tamb. Heat loss calculations
ssume a constant UA value for convective losses and a constant
missivity for radiative losses. The losses were determined by fit-
ing calculations to heat loss estimates for testing of components
n an effort to assemble a working prototype of a liquid-fueled PEM
uel cell generator.

As in the previous study, the model data is imported into MS
xcel with a Visual Basic program running as a macro that deter-
ines steady-state operating conditions and system performance

hrough a nested iterative sequence. The recycling of mass and
eat flows, along with the feedback between system operating
onditions and parasitic loads, requires such an iterative solution
echnique. The iterative loop is based upon stepping through each
omponent and solving the non-linear energy balance and species
alance equations. The overall system power demand is then used
o recalculate fuel, air, and coolant flows, and associated para-
itic loads for system operation. Fuel flow rate to the system is
etermined iteratively through a species balance between avail-
ble H2 exiting the PROx reactor and the demanded anode feed at
he desired H2 stoichiometry (1.3 for all cases here). The new flow
ates thus are used to update the parasitic loads, and gross power
emand for the fuel cell stack is calculated from the sum of net (i.e.,
sable) power demand and the parasitic loads.

. Experiments for anode CO tolerance

CO performance of various electrocatalysts is characterized in
.0 cm2 single-cell membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs). The
EAs are fabricated using in-house manufactured PtMo alloy and

ore–shell nanoparticles [20] as well as 1:1 PtRu alloy from BASF
uel Cell as the anode electrocatalyst. Catalyst ink has been pre-
ared using 30 wt% catalyst on XC-72 carbon, mixed with a 5%
afion solution and isopropyl alcohol. Ink is brushed onto a car-

on cloth GDL to a total metal loading of 0.5 mg cm−2. To form the
EA, the anode and cathode (0.5 mg cm−2 Pt GDL from BASF Fuel

ell) are hot-pressed together with Nafion 212 membrane at 140 ◦C,
MPa, for 2 min. For comparison, complete MEAs with PtRu anodes
nd identical cathodes were also purchased from BASF.
Fig. 2. Measured polarization curves in various CO concentrations (up to 1000 ppm)
in the H2 anode feed for a PEM fuel cell MEAs with ordered Pt0.8Mo0.2 alloy anode
electrocatalyst. Cell and humidifier tanks were at 70 ◦C and 2.0 barg, and all flows
were controlled at a fixed stoichiometry of 2.2.

A Scribner 850e test stand is used to provide humidified flows
and record measurements. H2/CO mixtures up to 1000 ppm are
used as anode feeds, while air is the cathode oxidant. CO mix-
tures at 100 and 1000 ppm were obtained from Airgas and diluted
using mass flow controllers. The cell is operated at 70–80 ◦C, with
∼2.0 barg backpressure on both sides and with both humidifier
bottles at the same temperature as the cell.

Polarization curves were measured for the different Pt–Mo and
Pt–Ru anode electrocatalysts for a range of CO concentrations in H2
anode feeds as reported elsewhere [21], and the ordered Pt0.8Mo0.2
alloy electrocatalyst showed superior CO tolerance as discussed in
that previous work. Fig. 2 shows polarization curves from a MEA
fabricated using the Pt0.8Mo0.2 alloy at 70 ◦C, with stoichiome-
tries of 2.2 on both the anode and cathode inlet streams. The
pure H2 performance of the commercial BASF MEA with conven-
tional PtRu anode electrocatalyst is superior to that of the MEA
with the Pt0.8Mo0.2 alloy developed in association with this study,
and this is due to non-optimized in-house MEA fabrication meth-
ods. Nonetheless, the superior CO tolerance of the Pt0.8Mo0.2 alloy
anode electrocatalyst results in higher MEA performance (as indi-
cated by Vcell–i curves) than the commercial PtRu catalyst at all
anode CO concentrations as low as 25 ppm, and the polarization
curve improvements increase further with increasing anode CO
concentrations as tested up to 1000 ppm. In general, CO oxidation,
as indicated by the relatively rapid drop in the polarization resis-
tance (or reduction in slope in the polarization curves in Fig. 2),
begins at lower overpotentials on the Pt0.8Mo0.2 electrocatalysts
than on the PtRu catalysts.

The performance of the Pt0.8Mo0.2 electrocatalysts at 70 ◦C, as
shown by the curves in Fig. 2, is used to determine the CO penalty
in the system model for this study. While the conditions in Fig. 2 are
at higher total anode pressures (2 bar gauge) than those used in the
model below (0.35 bar gauge), the CO penalty (due to competitive
adsorption with H2) is expected to only be a mild function with
pressure and rather, a stronger function of CO mole fraction. As
such, the penalties derived from these experiments should provide
good assessment for the effects of anode CO mole fractions on the
fuel cell electrochemical performance for the model.
4. Results and discussion

The current study does not explore the full system design space
for the hydrocarbon-fueled PEM fuel cell system, but rather focuses
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Table 1
Critical baseline system parameters.

Parameter Value

Critical baseline conditions
Ambient conditions

Temperature, Tamb (K) 303
Relative humidity, �amb 50%

Fuel cell conditions and properties
Operating temperature, Tcell (K) 343
Operating pressure, Pcell (bar) 1.35
Pressure drop across stack at 1 A cm−2 (bar) 0.25
Stoichiometric ratio of cathode air flow 1.8
Stoichiometric ratio of anode H2 flow 1.3
Fraction of H2O produced in fuel cell to anode 0.15
Number of cells per stack 75
Stack membrane area per cell (cm2) 300

Fuel reformer conditions
Inlet oxygen to carbon (O/C) ratio 0.8
Inlet steam to carbon (S/C) ratio 1.6
Max. inlet temperature, Tref,in,max (K) 773
Min. pre-heater approach temperature (K) 20
Steam temperature out of generator (K) 400

Water-gas-shift reactor conditions
Min. equilibrium temperature (K) 575

PROx reactor conditions
Min. inlet temperature Tin (K) 440

Balance of plant conditions
Radiator coolant Tout (K) 333
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Min. exhaust condenser �T (K) 10
Electric inverter efficiency 93%
Electric motor efficiency 90%

n a baseline condition (with key parameters listed in Table 1) and
ariations from that, primarily related to PROx performance and
node CO tolerance. Of the parameters listed in Table 1, only ambi-
nt temperature is varied in this study. Other temperatures listed
n the table simply indicate limits placed on system components
uch that unrealistic operating conditions will not be found by the
olver and thus give false impressions regarding overall system per-
ormance. The system studied here, as illustrated by the process
iagram in Fig. 1, is specified to operate at a full power condition of
000 W net electric power out. As indicated in Table 1, the system

ncludes a relatively large fuel cell stack with an area Acell = 300 cm2

er cell and the number of cells, ncells = 75. Such a large stack is
ecessary to avoid the large anode overpotentials associated with
on-zero CO concentrations at high current densities. This allows

or adequate power densities to be achieved even for the base-
ine CO tolerance when anode inlet CO concentrations rise up to
00 ppm.

Full-power and half-power conditions over a range of Tamb
re used to characterize the performance of the baseline system
n Fig. 3a, which presents overall system efficiency, �th, and net

ater balance. Net water balance is based on water supplied to
he fuel processor and water collected from the exhaust condenser
nd cathode condensate knockout, and its importance stems from
ortable or mobile applications where water supply will be in gen-
ral limited to the water recovered from the system exhaust. The
aseline system uses the current fuel cell CO-tolerance (derived
rom the curves in Fig. 2), coupled with PROx reactor performance
t a baseline CO conversion of 0.95 and CO selectivity of 0.85.
s expected, decreases in cooling and other BOP loads lead to
light increases in �th and more significant increases in net water
alance with decreasing Tamb. In fact, the water balance reaches

.0256 gmol s−1 at full power conditions for Tamb = 10 ◦C, which

s off the scale in Fig. 3a. The results in Fig. 3a can be readily
ompared with the earlier study on a similarly sized, liquid-fueled
EM fuel cell system using a Pd membrane for H2 purification and
Fig. 3. PEM fuel cell performance vs. Tamb at full and half power for a baseline CO
tolerance and PROx reactor performance at 95% CO conversion and 0.85 CO selectiv-
ity: (a) total system efficiency and net water balance, and (b) subsystem efficiencies
(fuel processor, fuel cell stack, and balance of plant).

an anode recirculation loop for the stack fuel supply [15]. Unlike
the previously reported system with the Pd membrane, positive
net water balance for the system with PROx clean-up is achieved
at ambient temperatures up to 50 ◦C. In fact, for all operable
conditions explored in the current study with the ATR operation
fixed at an S/C of 1.6, positive water balance is achieved for the PEM
fuel cell system with PROx reactor H2 clean-up presented in this
study.

It is interesting to note that �th for the current system at full
power (24.8% at Tamb = 30 ◦C) is lower than �th for the system with
the Pd membrane at similar ATR conditions (26.8% at Tamb = 30 ◦C
[15]), but �th for the current system at half power is comparable
for both systems (30.4 and 30.1%, respectively). The drop in �th at
full power for the current system is due in part to the non-zero CO
concentrations out of the PROx reactor substantially reducing the
fuel cell stack voltage due to higher anode CO overpotentials at high
current conditions and thus lowering stack efficiency at high power
conditions. The drop in efficiency due to CO in the stack is also sig-
nificant at the full power conditions because higher WGS reactor
outlet temperatures at full power operating conditions result in
higher CO concentrations into the PROx reactor and subsequently
into the anode, which also leads to higher anode CO overpoten-
tials. The drop in efficiency at full power is further detailed in the
first two data columns in Table 2, which lists some key operating

states for the full and half-power conditions at a baseline CO tol-
erance, including Vcell and outlet CO concentrations from the WGS
and PROx reactors. The drop of Vcell by more than 0.1 V between
half power and full power illustrates the impact of both the higher
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Table 2
Key system states and outputs for two Ẇnet baseline conditions from Table 1.

Parameter Value

Ẇnet (W) 2500 5000 2500 5000
Anode CO-tolerance factor, �CO 1.0 1.0 5.0 5.0
Overall system efficiency, �th 0.304 0.248 0.312 0.295
Individual cell voltage, Vcell (V) 0.755 0.619 0.773 0.718
Average current density (A cm−2) 0.185 0.440 0.180 0.374
Gross power demand, Ẇgross (W) 3141 6137 3135 6047
Net water balance (g s−1) 0.0107 0.0188 0.0105 0.0173
ATR reactor outlet temperature, Tref,out (K) 1010 1002 1014 1006

WGS membrane reactor conditions
Outlet temperature, TWGS,out (K) 497 625 493 607
Outlet H2 mole fraction 0.408 0.397 0.408 0.401
Outlet CO mole fraction 0.0182 0.0291 0.0182 0.0250
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PROx reactor conditions
Outlet temperature after cooling, TPROx,out (K) 333
Outlet H2 mole fraction, XH2,PROx,out 0.390
Outlet CO concentration (ppm) 63

urrent densities and anode inlet CO concentrations on fuel cell
erformance (efficiency).

To better understand the impact of different operating condi-
ions on the complex system performance, it is helpful to consider
ow the overall system efficiency can be broken into subsystem
fficiencies. The overall system efficiency �th, is defined here by Eq.
1):

th =
(

Ẇnet

ṁHC,inhHC,comb

)
=

(
ncellsAcelliVcell − Ẇlost

ṁHC,inhHC,comb

)
(1)

here the work lost Ẇlost is due to parasitic loads and to motor
nd inverter inefficiencies. The first term in the right-hand-side
umerator is the power produced by the PEM fuel cell stack.

The overall efficiency �th can be broken out into the product
f subsystem efficiencies associated with the fuel processing and
urification (�FP), the fuel cell stack (�FC), and the balance of plant
�BOP). The equations for each of these efficiencies are provided
ere in Eqs. (2)–(4):

FP =
(

ṁH2,anode,inhH2,comb

ṁHC,inhHC,comb

)
(2)

FC =
(

ncellsAcelliVcell

ṁH2,anode,inhH2,comb

)
=

(
εH2,FC2FW̄H2 Vcell

hH2,comb

)
(3)

BOP =
(

ncellsAcelliVcell − Ẇlost

ncellsAcelliVcell

)
(4)

he fuel processor efficiency, �FP, is the ratio of combustion
nthalpy in H2 exiting the PROx reactor and entering the fuel cell
tack to the combustion enthalpy of the hydrocarbon fuel con-
umed to produce the H2. The fuel cell stack efficiency, �FC, is
he power produced by the fuel cell divided by the combustion
nthalpy of H2 entering the stack, including non-utilized hydro-
en. Since the stoichiometric ratio of H2 flow to H2 consumed in the
node is fixed at 1.3 (as indicated in Table 1) for the power condi-
ions in this study, the mass flow of H2 into the anode is proportional
o the current density. Thus, Eq. (3) can also be written in terms of
uel cell utilization εH2,FC (=0.77 for the fixed anode stoichiometric
atio), and this is shown in the right-hand-side expression. Finally,
he balance of plant efficiency �BOP is the ratio of useable net power
o the total power produced. It is readily seen that the product of

qs. (2)–(4) produces the overall system efficiency in Eq. (1).

To understand the variations in �th shown in Fig. 3a and b plots
he breakdown of the three subsystem efficiencies for the full and
alf-power cases over the range of Tamb. Increasing from half to

ull power results in significant decreases in �FC, slight reductions
345 333 339
0.370 0.390 0.378
247 61 178

in �FP, and slight gains in �BOP. The decrease in �FP with increasing
Ẇnet occurs at higher Tamb and arises from the increased WGS outlet
temperature, TWGS,out, rising above the minimum WGS equilibrium
temperature (575 K). The higher TWGS,out at the higher power con-
ditions lowers H2 (and raises CO) equilibrium outlet mole fractions
as indicated in Table 2. The correlation between Ẇnet and TWGS,out
occurs because both ATR and WGS reactor heat losses (driven by
both radiation and natural convection) do not scale proportion-
ally with reactor flow rates. As the flow rate increases the constant
reactor stoichiometry results in higher TWGS,out and thus somewhat
lower H2 content but higher CO content out of the WGS. The asso-
ciated higher CO exiting the WGS at the higher Ẇnet and TWGS,out
also increases parasitic H2 consumption in the PROx reactor, which
causes further decreases in �FP with increasing Ẇnet. It should be
noted that these effects could be mitigated by adjusting S/C up and
O/C down with increased power conditions to encourage higher H2
out of the WGS reactor, but such control strategies are outside the
scope of this study which kept the S/C and O/C fixed for all power
conditions.

The higher levels of CO out of the WGS and subsequently the
PROx reactor with increasing Ẇnet result in lower Vcell due to higher
anode overpotentials and thus lower �FC, as clearly illustrated in
Fig. 3b. The drop in Vcell with increased power will occur even
with pure H2 feeds due to higher stack current densities, but the
increased CO concentrations in the anode feed causes an even larger
drop in �th with Ẇnet. Because balance of plant components such as
compressors and fans are sized to meet maximum load and to run
more efficiently near the full power output conditions, increases
in balance of plant efficiency �BOP with increasing Ẇnet can offset
some of these losses in overall efficiency. However, at higher Tamb,
parasitic loads associated with the coolant loop fan and pump grow
substantially at full power condition and cause �BOP to decrease as
seen in Fig. 3b. Since the fuel processor and fuel cell efficiencies
are largely unaffected by Tamb, the drop in �BOP at the higher Tamb
results in an even larger drop in overall system efficiency as Ẇnet

increases.
The first exploration of the effects of enhanced CO tolerance

involved rerunning the cases of Fig. 3 with the same PROx reac-
tor settings but with a 5X increase in �CO, the anode electrocatalyst
CO tolerance. The �th and net water balance for the system with
enhanced CO tolerance are plotted in Fig. 4a, and the subsystem effi-
ciencies �FP, �FC and �BOP are shown in Fig. 4b. With the same PROx

conditions (CO conversion of 0.95 and CO selectivity of 0.85), the
increased anode CO tolerance primarily serves to raise Vcell and thus
�FC. These increases are much more significant at the full power
conditions where CO anode overpotentials are much larger for the
baseline condition. Whereas at the half-power conditions, low cur-
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ig. 4. PEM fuel cell performance vs. Tamb at full and half power for a CO tolerance
X the baseline and for PROx reactor performance at 95% CO conversion and 0.85
O selectivity: (a) total system efficiency and net water balance, and (b) subsystem
fficiencies (fuel processor, fuel cell stack, and balance of plant).

ent densities and relatively low CO concentrations in the anode
o not result in such large anode overpotentials, and thus, smaller

mprovements on the system efficiency are seen with increased
CO. The significant improvement at full power conditions can be
eadily seen by comparing the full power �th vs. Tamb curves in
igs. 3a and 4a. The increases in �FC (38.0–44.1% at Tamb = 30 ◦C)
or the full power conditions with the enhanced CO tolerance are
een by comparing Figs. 3b and 4b. On the other hand, the increases
n �FC with �CO at half power (46.3–47.4% at Tamb = 30 ◦C) are not
o significant. The other two subsystem efficiencies, �FP and �BOP,
emain largely unaffected by �CO. In general, over the entire Tamb
ange, the increase in �CO from 1.0 to 5.0 (for the system at the
aseline PROx reactor conditions) increases �th by 4.5–5.0% points
r more at full power and only 0.8% points at half power. The water
alance, for the most part, remains unchanged with the increase in
CO.

It is worthwhile to explore how the trends observed above trans-
ate over a broader range of power conditions. Fig. 5 plots �th and
et water balance at Tamb = 30 ◦C as a function of Ẇnet from 1000
o 5000 W for both �CO = 1 and 5. The plot shows that the signifi-
ant improvements in �th with the higher �CO improving Vcell and
FC taper off with decreasing power such that below half power
he improvements are insignificant. This is because of the low CO

verpotentials with the high baseline PROx conversion at the low
ower conditions and the limited impact at improving CO toler-
nce. As discussed later, reduced PROx CO conversion would cause
he effects of increased �CO to be more significant at the low power
onditions.
Fig. 5. System efficiency and water balance vs. total net power at Tamb = 30 ◦C for
baseline and 5X baseline CO tolerance with PROx reactor performance at 95% CO
conversion and 0.85 CO selectivity.

Another interesting feature in Fig. 5 is the peaking of �th for
both �CO systems at intermediate powers (Ẇnet between 2500 and
3500 W). The peak is due to the competing effects of decreas-
ing �BOP and increasing �FC and �FP with decreasing Ẇnet. As the
power decreases, the compressor and fan isentropic efficiencies
decrease, and the fraction of power committed to parasitic loads
Ẇlost increases causing a drop in �BOP (from 81.4% at full power to
70.0% at 1000 W for the baseline CO tolerance). The rise in �FC due to
increases in Vcell with reduced power demands does offset the trend
in �BOP, but at the lowest powers (<2500 W) the decrease in �BOP is
more substantial than the increase in �FC. The increase in �FP with
reduced Ẇnet and the associated decreases in reformer flows and
TWGS,out (as discussed above) occurs until TWGS,out falls below the
equilibrium temperature limit (573 K) such that no more improve-
ments to H2 mole fractions out of the WGS are achievable with
the assumed kinetic limits of the WGS reactor. TWGS,out reaches its
low-temperature equilibrium outlet at Ẇnet = 3500 W and below
that power output, further reductions in fuel flow do not lead to
improvements in �FP. All of the same trade-offs between decreas-
ing �BOP and increasing �FC and �FP with decreasing Ẇnet result
in an optimal �th at the intermediate power conditions as illus-
trated in Fig. 5. Resizing of components such as the fuel cell stack
or the cathode or ATR air compressors may shift the Ẇnet values for
optimal efficiency, but studying component size effects on system
performance is saved for another study.

The link between TWGS,out and fuel cell operating conditions
leads to interesting relationships in the system studied here.
Because the WGS reactor is presumed to be large enough to
achieve equilibrium down to as low as 300 ◦C, its outlet CO and
H2 concentrations will decrease and increase respectively with
decreasing TWGS,out down to the 575 K limit as discussed earlier.
However, below the equilibrium limit temperature, WSG outlet
CO and H2 concentrations and subsequent anode CO and H2 inlet
concentrations for fixed PROx will become relatively insensitive to
WGS operating conditions. This is illustrated to some extent in Fig. 6
which plots anode inlet CO ppm vs. TWGS,out in K for a range of power
conditions and two different �CO. As TWGS,out increases above 575 K
anode inlet CO ppm rises sharply. This rise in CO concentrations is
accompanied by a drop in Vcell also plotted in Fig. 6 vs. TWGS,out. The
results in Fig. 6, however, show that as the anode inlet CO ppm rises
with increasing T , the impact of improved anode CO toler-
WGS,out
ance on Vcell also becomes more significant. These results indicate
the importance of optimizing WGS performance when using PROx
clean-up and the potential for improved CO-tolerant anode elec-
trocatalysts in reducing the demands on the WGS reactor (in terms
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ig. 6. Anode inlet CO ppm and Vcell for the stack vs. water-gas-shift outlet temper-
ture for a range of power conditions (1000–5000 W) for the baseline and 5X the
aseline CO tolerance. PROx reactor performance is at 95% conversion and 0.85 CO
electivity.

f size) and perhaps also the PROx reactor as discussed further
elow.

To explore the effects of power demand and �CO on the balance
f plant more fully, the specific parasitic power demands for the
ystem over a range of Tamb are shown in Fig. 7, both for base-
ine and 5X-increased anode CO tolerance at full power (left-hand
ide) and half power (right-hand side). In general, the total para-
itics Ẇlost for full and half power for the different CO tolerances are
ess than 20% of net power out. The results in Fig. 7 show that the
argest parasitic losses come from the cathode and fuel processor
FP) compressors. The radiator fan power demand increases with
amb, rising sharply at full power as Tamb approaches the tempera-
ure of the coolant (70 ◦C) and the fan must push significantly more
ir through the coils to achieve adequate cooling for the coolant
oop and the exhaust condenser. Parasitic loads do not scale lin-
arly with net power, resulting in lower �BOP at the lower power

utput as discussed in conjunction with Fig. 5 above.

The results from Figs. 3–7 suggest that increasing CO tolerance
ithout changing PROx reactor conditions provides significant

mprovements in overall system performance only at conditions

ig. 7. Comparison of parasitic loads at full and half power for a range of Tamb with
he baseline CO tolerance (left bar of each pair) and 5X the baseline CO tolerance
right bar of each pair). PROx reactor performance is at 95% conversion and 0.85 CO
electivity.
rces 195 (2010) 1926–1935 1933

where anode overpotentials due to CO are relatively large. How-
ever, the baseline PROx reactor represents a very high-performance
reactor with high CO conversion (95%) and high CO selectivity
(85%). Such high performance with good temperature control may
require large, expensive multi-stage reactors and heat exchangers.
As such, it is worth investigating whether increased CO tolerance
might allow for less expensive PROx reactors with either reduced
conversion (smaller size) and/or reduced selectivity (less expen-
sive catalysts). The first parametric study thereunto investigated
the impact of varying PROx selectivity while keeping PROx CO con-
version high at the baseline 95%. For selectivities lower than the
baseline value of 0.85, increased H2 consumption in the PROx will
decrease system efficiency primarily through �FP—by increasing
the amount of fuel required (ṁHC,in) to produce the same amount
of H2 (ṁH2,anode,in) for the stack. Reduced selectivities will also
result in minor reduction in �BOP – by increasing the PROx com-
pressor loads and in �FC – by decreasing the H2 mole fraction in the
anode feed. These combined effects on overall system efficiency
are illustrated in the �th vs. CO selectivity curves shown in Fig. 8 for
full power conditions at Tamb = 30 ◦C. Although PROx CO selectivity
does not have a direct or large impact on CO concentrations into
the anode (also shown in Fig. 8), reduced CO selectivity lowers Vcell
and thus �FC because of the increased H2 loss in the PROx reactor.
Because �th is a strong function of CO selectivity, it shows the value
in continued research activity to develop improved, reliable PROx
catalysts.

Over the entire range of PROx selectivities (0.75–1.00) inves-
tigated, a 5X improvement in �CO provides almost 5.0% points
improvement in �th for full power conditions. This significant
improvement with increased �CO is due principally to the improve-
ments in �FC with the reduced anode overpotentials as stated
before. The additional minor effects to improve �BOP and �FP as
discussed in conjunction with Fig. 4 also apply over the range
of conditions plotted in Fig. 8. With decreasing CO selectivity,
increased anode overpotentials allow for increased �CO to impact
Vcell and thus �FC and �th more significantly in a positive way. This
is borne out by the results in Fig. 8 which shows approximately 4.8%
points improvement in �th at the 0.75 selectivity. This improvement
drops to 4.6% points for the idealized CO selectivity of 1.0.

Changes in PROx selectivity require changes in catalyst com-

position, but changes in PROx CO conversion can be accomplished
with only changes in catalyst loading and thus may be a straight-
forward means of impacting system performance and/or cost. A
reduced PROx catalyst loading may allow for fewer PROx reactor

Fig. 8. Full power (5000 W) system efficiency and anode inlet CO ppm at Tamb = 30 ◦C
for varying PROx reactor CO selectivities with constant PROx reactor CO conversion
at 95% for baseline at 5X baseline CO tolerances.
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ig. 9. Total system efficiency and anode inlet CO ppm vs. anode electrocatalyst CO
olerances at half power for PROx reactors with 80% and 95% CO conversion at a
onstant 0.85 CO selectivity.

tages and reduced system cost and size. The question then arises
s to how potential improvements in CO tolerance of anode elec-
rocatalysts can reduce the demand for such high PROx conversions
hile maintaining adequately high �th. To explore such issues, �CO
as varied from 1 to 10 for two different PROx CO conversions (the

aseline 95% and a reduced 80%). First explored are half-power con-
itions, where the high baseline PROx conversion of 95% shows very
inor improvements in �th with increased �CO. When the PROx

eactor is shrunk such that CO conversion is only 80%, �th drops by
% points from 30.4 to 28.4%. However, as shown in Fig. 9, increas-

ng �CO to higher values reduces this penalty for the reduced PROx
onversion at half power, such that by �CO = 5.0, the drop in �th is
ess than 0.5% points from 31.2 to 30.8% and by �CO = 10.0, the drop
n �th is less than 0.1% points. These improvements in performance

hich are principally tied back to improvements in �FC illustrate
ne of the real system values in improving anode CO tolerance.
igher fuel cell CO tolerance allows for reduction in demands for
O clean-up and for PROx-based clean-up as studied here, this can
ean smaller, less complex reactors with lower CO conversion.
The value of higher �CO on allowing lower PROx reactor perfor-

ance is further illustrated in Fig. 10a by plotting �th as well as
node inlet CO ppm for full power conditions with PROx CO con-
ersions of 80 and 95%. The improvements in �th with increased
O for both PROx CO conversions are much more dramatic at the

ull power conditions because of the higher anode overpotentials
ith more potential for increasing Vcell and �FC with higher �CO.

or the baseline 95% conversion, �th at full power increases more
ignificantly up to �CO = 5.0 and less so as �CO increases beyond
.0. This is in large part because the sub-100 ppm CO entering the
node for the higher PROx conversion remains largely insensitive
o �CO, and so there is limited margin for further improvement at
he highest values of �CO studied. On the other hand, for the reduced
80%) PROx CO conversion cases, increases in �th with �CO remain
arge even up to �CO = 10.0. This is in part because the lower CO
esults in quite high CO concentrations entering the anode, and
hese concentrations drop dramatically as �CO rises. In fact, the CO
oncentrations become so high (>2000 ppm) at the baseline �CO for
ROx conversion of 80% that the fuel cell system is unable to pro-
uce the full power Ẇnet = 5000 W, as indicated by no point for
his case in Fig. 10a. However, for �CO = 2.0, �th reaches 20.8% with

he reduced PROx conversion and this values rises significantly to
8.1% as �CO is increased to 10.0. This is in large part because of the
ignificant improvements in �FC under these conditions where CO
verpotentials at the baseline conditions are exceptionally large
ithout the enhanced anode CO tolerance. Vcell is 0.529 V at the
Fig. 10. PEM fuel cell performance vs. anode electrocatalyst CO tolerances at full
power for PROx reactors with 80 and 95% CO conversion at a constant 0.85 CO
selectivity: (a) total system efficiency and anode inlet CO ppm and (b) subsystem
efficiencies.

�CO = 2.0 condition and rises to a much more acceptable value of
0.682 V at �CO = 10.0 for the 80% PROx conversion cases. The impact
of �CO on �FC is illustrated in Fig. 10b which breaks out the sub-
system efficiencies and shows the significant increase in �FC with
�CO for the lower PROx CO conversion cases. It is noteworthy that
the significant improvement in �FC also results in smaller improve-
ments in both �BOP and �FP by reducing the compressor and fan
flow requirements and by also improving WGS outlet equilibrium
with lower CO and higher H2 concentrations. These results clearly
indicate that the value of improved anode CO tolerance is tightly
linked to the performance of the PROx reactor. As such, the advan-
tages of enhanced CO tolerance depend on the system and its range
of operating conditions.

5. Conclusion

This study provides a preliminary exploration into the benefits
of improving anode CO tolerance on the system performance of a
liquid hydrocarbon-fueled PEM fuel cell generator (with 5000 W
maximum net power) using a PROx reactor for reformate clean-
up. A system model was built which included empirical curves
for baseline CO tolerance based on testing of state-of-the-art
PtMo anode catalysts in membrane electrode assemblies with low-

temperature Nafion membranes. A CO-tolerance factor was defined
which shifted the polarization effects of CO to higher ppm values.
The system model provided a basis for exploring the interactions
between CO tolerance of the anode and PROx operating conditions.
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For the current study, overall system efficiencies at baseline
O tolerances and state-of-the-art PROx reactor performance (95%
O conversion at 85% CO selectivity) ranged from 24.8% at full
ower (Ẇnet = 5000 W) up to 30.4% at intermediate power con-
itions (Ẇnet = 2500 kW). At lower power conditions, efficiencies
ropped off due to increases in the fraction of work required
o operate balance of plant compressors, fans, and pumps. With
dvances in CO-tolerant catalyst to 5X reduction in CO penalties,
odel calculations show that the fuel cell efficiencies increase

nly slightly at the lower power conditions to 31.2% at Ẇnet =
500 W, but more dramatically at high power conditions to 29.5%
t Ẇnet = 5000 W. In general, conditions for significant improve-
ent in system efficiency with increased anode CO tolerance are

hose where relatively high current densities and relatively high
>50 ppm) anode inlet CO concentrations cause large anode over-
otentials that can be reduced with improved CO-tolerant anode
lectrocatalysts. Improvement in fuel cell voltages and efficiencies
ith increased CO tolerance has additional system benefits such as

mall reductions in parasitic loads which can further increase sys-
em efficiencies. Furthermore, increased fuel cell CO tolerance can
ermit significantly lower PROx conversion without the significant
enalty in overall system efficiency observed at baseline tolerance.
urther studies with alternative system operating conditions can
xplore how advances in CO-tolerant anode electrocatalysts pro-
ide opportunities for reducing system costs with smaller PROx
r WGS reactors as well as potentially smaller fuel cell stacks.
uch a study may reveal opportunities for PEM fuel cell sys-
ems with CO-tolerant anodes to compete effectively for portable
nd/or distribute power applications involving liquid hydrocarbon
uels.
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